Abstract -Rich Site Summary (RSS) technology is a web content syndication format commonly used to organise news and the content of news-like sites. Indeed any information that can be broken down into 'discrete items' can be syndicated via RSS. RSS has been extended to include tags known as RSS enclosures which allow audio and video to be described in terms of location, duration and size. Once data about each element is established in an RSS format, a program called an aggregator can check the feed frequently for changes and updates and act accordingly. This paper documents a scheduled RSS Multimedia prototype which utilises idle computer time (at night) to subscribe to media RSS channels in order to download audio and video content. Thus when the user arrives in the morning, there are fresh clips 'sitting on the desktop'. Now when a video link is now clicked, it starts playing immediately, as it is already on the local disk thus the wait is zero.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ever increasing numbers of spam and viruses means that most computer users are being forced into adopting new tools such as spam-blocking and emailfiltering software which attempt to prevent the tirade of unwanted emails. Many users are becoming increasingly reticence to divulge their email address for fear of an impending spam influx. Further to this, recent studies suggest that many bona fide email messages are being erroneously blocked by filtering software. In reality this means that more than a third of emails, newsletters, special offers, and event announcements are not reaching their intended audience [1] . Combine these email issues with the increasing difficulties associated with multimedia downloads today, such as delays, compression and data integrity maintenance, and consumers have every right to feel sceptical. Clearly, there is a need for an alternate, effective and secure communication methodology. Many believe they have found this alternative in a technology known as Rich Site Summary (RSS). RSS allows the key elements of websites, such as headlines, to be transmitted in unembellished form, when devoid of all elaborate graphics and layouts, such minimalist headlines are quite easily incorporated into other websites. RSS, termed a lightweight content syndication technology, offers many advantages over streaming and email, yet is affordable, and for the consumer, no more difficult to access. There is no question that the media is keen to adopt a new communications option, and RSS most certainly can comply. RSS solves myriad problems webmasters commonly face, such as increasing traffic, and gathering and distributing news. RSS can also be the basis for additional content distribution services. The real benefit of RSS, apart from the speed of looking at many different sites, is that all the feeds are chosen by the user. No-one gets to set their agenda, and crucially no-one can intervene to send spam. With thousands of sites now RSS-enabled and more on the way, RSS has become perhaps the most visible XML success story to date. RSS democratizes news distribution by making everyone a potential news provider. It leverages the Web's most valuable asset, content, and makes displaying highquality relevant news on your site easy.
Here we present a system which by the inclusion of an 'enclosure' feature in an RSS item allows the transfer of audio and video files in the same uncomplicated manner. The nice thing about enclosures is that they can be timescheduled. The aggregator or news reader should ideally be configured to download the enclosure when the computer is idle, and should not present the item with the enclosure to the user until the enclosure has been fully downloaded and is resident on the local hard disk. The system will serve users at either end of the RSS feed chain. While existing systems facilitate users in setting up their personal RSS feed, none incorporate a search of user machines for various types of multimedia that can be used automatically compiled into multimedia RSS feeds. Additionally, no existing system offers the experienced RSS user the functionality of setting up their very own web-server host by utilising the public folders of any .NET computer.
II. PROBLEMS WITH STREAMING MULTIMEDIA
Web transactions between client and server are often referred to as 'stateless'. In short, this describes a brief encounter, where upon receipt, the web server processes a client's request, despatches the necessary information and promptly disconnects, moving swiftly to the next client's request. The recipient client's browser receives the information, and displays it on screen. The client has no further interaction with the web server until additional information is required, whereupon a subsequent request is sent to the web server and the whole process reiterated. Medium such as text and graphics are excellent candidates for this type of stateless approach being swiftly transported across the globe, problems arise however when the medium in question involves moving images and sound, basically because video and audio payloads carry a time overhead, and consequently larger file sizes. When using the stateless method, the complete file needs to be downloaded entirely before it can either be seen or heard by the client, increasing the amount of time and bandwidth resources it takes to view a presentation, and as the associated file size of even the shortest video clip is substantial, the wait can become both frustrating and intolerable. The apparent answer to this problem is to compromise, and 'stream' media. Streaming media sidesteps such boundaries by maintaining a continuous data connection, unlike the stateless connection; users need not wait for the entire file to download to appreciate it, because of the continuous connection, media can be viewed almost as it is sent, as with radio and television, the client receives the data only moments before it is seen or heard, alluding that the material is being experienced as it is downloaded. Most types of film media 1 are candidates for streaming. When streaming, the data files are not generally stored on the clients system, which is an added advantage as many clients simply would not have the storage capability to store long presentations.
The streaming media approach certainly alleviates many problems, but not entirely, when spread out over time the size of the raw data file does indeed become less of a concern, however there is still need for further reduction in the form of compression to allow file sizes which are compatible with LANs or modems. Data compression works well, but at a cost. In disposing of the expendable and reducing file size, the quality is affected accordingly, the greater the compression the lower the quality. In reality, streaming media is a question of compromise, careful consideration is required to balance both optimising the compression, while sustaining the integrity of the data. To stream media successfully, the recipient requires a competent sound card, speakers, an Internet connection and a media player. Many sites which utilize streaming media, for example WBC Imaging, offer links to media players that are available for free downloads, such as the 'Windows Media Player', offered on Microsoft's Windows Media website.
Over zealous firewalls and substandard connection speeds can cause problems with viewing and hearing streamed media. Firewall restrictions can usually be solved by adjusting the settings to allow for HTTP streaming, and in more complex cases, as sometimes necessary with networks, reconfiguring the firewall.
To resolve connection problems, a minimum of a 56k modem is usually required if using dial-up, and generally connection speed settings should be set to the highest possible level available. An aside on cost; for those wishing to provide the option to stream media from their websites, the costs involved can be difficult to quantify. There are a number of factors to consider, making it harder to establish specific costs. For example, streaming a live forty minute video for the perusal of millions will cost substantially more than streaming archived, audioonly material, aimed at a finite audience. Careful consideration is required as costs in this area can escalate alarmingly. In light of the issues raised in these sections it would seem apparent that finding a solution to alleviate the problems surrounding data transferral is long overdue.
III. RICH SITE SUMMARY (RSS) RSS can be found as an acronym for, Really Simple Syndication, Resource Description Framework (RDF)
Site Summary, or indeed Rich Site Summary, the latter is used here. The RSS format was created to facilitate 'channels' on Netscape Netcenter (http://my.netscape.com), and was made available to the general public in March of 1999. Those wishing to implement RSS should be aware of its numerous differing versions. The original RSS, version 9.0 was created by Netscape as a method of building portals to major news sites for news headlines. It was however, soon replaced by the streamlined 0.91, as Netscape believed 0.90 proved simply too intricate for this undemanding task. The newly established 0.91 itself was promptly dropped by Netscape as their interest in the portal making business declined. The now obsolete 0.91 was swiftly adopted by the competition, UserLand Software and employed as the foundation for all its webbased concepts. Shortly after this, RSS version 1.0, new version based on Resource Description Framework (RDF), was developed by a third party spin off, a group of designers who built their version modeled closely on the concepts and framework of the initial, original 9.0 (prior to its simplification into version 0.91). As a result of this, Userland, indignant at being omitted from the latest increment, ignored version 1.0 and continued to advance their own brand of RSS, developing versions 0.92, 0.93, 0.94 through to their current 2.0. In reality this means there are seven different formats to contend with. Aggregators must be flexible and comprehensive, and must be able to recognise and deal with all versions. Those who wish to produce RSS feeds have a perplexing choice. RSS version 2.0 is currently offered by the Berkman Centre for Internet and Society, at Harvard Law School. RSS 2.0 is used by our RSS Streamer system. RSS has rapidly developed into a prevalent means of sharing content between websites. Myriad sites already use RSS, and as word spreads new sites incorporate this feature into their sites daily. RSS looks set to become a dominant force. Numerous news sites including BBC, Yahoo! and Wired, currently use RSS to provide their subscribers with the latest headlines. Indeed the websites of many mainstream 'giants' also incorporate RSS in a bid to keep their subscribers notified of announcements, events and advertisements. As yet, only sites which currently offer news in RSS format may be read using a news aggregator. To ascertain if a site utilizes RSS is generally simple, most make no secret of the fact and proudly announce so, some display coloured XML or RSS feed pictograms throughout their pages indicating which sections are available in RSS format. Right clicking on such an icon, copying the shortcut (URL) and adding it to an aggregator (see Figure 1) , creates a feed. Hence establishing a subscription to that particular website for the information they choose to put into RSS format. Channels to numerous sites can be created, maintained and removed if desired using most aggregators with minimal effort. An RSS text file contains both static and dynamic information. At a high level, a RSS document is a <rss> element, with an obligatory attribute called version, this attribute specifies the version of RSS that the document conforms to. Succeeding the <rss> element is a single <channel> element, which contains information about the cannel (metadata) and its contents. A channel may in turn contain any number of <item>s. Items are sub elements which are enclosed in matching XML start and end tags and appear as sub elements of <channel>, listed before the closing </channel> tag. Each item is identified with an opening <item> tag, and concluded with a closing </item> tag. All child elements of an item are optional, however at least one element must be present, either title or description. An item may be a snippet of information which represents a larger article, much in the same way as a headline represents a newspaper article. If this is the case, the item's description is a synopsis of the story, and the link points to the full story. An item may also be complete in itself, if so, the description contains the full text, and the link and title may be omitted. In this way, an RSS channel can contain many <items> which in turn may incorporate many differing sub elements. When design and coding is complete, the validated RSS file can be registered with various aggregators allowing the feed to be 'sucked up' by discerning subscribers. Any amendments or updates made to the RSS file will automatically be relayed to all subscribing clients.
A. RSS and Websites
RSS has rapidly developed into a prevalent means of sharing content between websites. Myriad sites already use RSS, and as word spreads new sites incorporate this feature into their sites daily. RSS looks set to become a dominant force. Numerous news sites including BBC, Yahoo!news and Wired, currently use RSS to provide for their subscribers with headline updates, Freshmeat.net is a frequented news site by Linux users. Indeed the websites of many mainstream 'giants' also incorporate RSS in a bid to keep their subscribers notified of announcements, events and advertisements, such as eBay, Amazon, CNN, Disney, and countless others. Already, it would seem omitting RSS is a significant website design flaw. As yet, only sites which currently offer news in RSS format may be read using a news aggregator. To ascertain if a site utilizes RSS is generally simple, most make no secret of the fact and proudly announce so, some display coloured XML or RSS feed pictograms (see Figure 2 ) throughout their pages indicating which sections are available in RSS format. Right clicking on such an icon, copying the shortcut (URL) and adding it to an aggregator, creates a feed. Hence establishing a subscription to that particular website for the information they choose to put into RSS format. Channels to numerous sites can be created, maintained and removed if desired using most aggregators with minimal effort.
News aggregators have become very popular in the world of weblogging. Many webloggers make their scripts available in RSS format, enabling their readers to frequently receive their blogs, and many people are finding their own ingenious and unique uses for RSS. At present, Amazon, eBay and Apple's iTunes music store, can all avail of their RSS feeds which allow customers peruse favourite categories, bargain basements, and latest additions.
B. RSS Enclosures
RSS version 2.0 encompasses a powerful feature; it allows an <item> to have an enclosure, this can, in simplistic terms, be likened to an email having an attachment. In reality, enclosures hold huge potential and represent another step in the evolution of content syndication [2] . By incorporating an <enclosure> subelement into an <item> any RSS element can then describe a video or audio file. The <enclosure> feature has three attributes, the first, 'url' says where the multimedia file is located, the second 'length' determines the size of the file in bytes, and the last 'type' describes the MIME 2 type of the multi-media file. In this way an aggregator can determine the payload attributes prior to any communication, and can then apply the appropriate scheduling and filtering rules. Error! Reference source not found. Figure 3 illustrates an enclosure element where each <enclosure> tag must be contained within an <item> element. Primarily, the most attractive feature of RSS is that it enables information from scores of websites to be viewed simultaneously, all on one page, consequently, numerous sites can be scrutinized in seconds rather than having to be tediously downloaded independently. An uncomplicated free newsreader is RssReader 3 . The RssReader aggregator can sustain numerous channels, scouring each of the user's designated websites for updated feeds at regular intervals. When RssReader gathers updated headlines from the various sites, it displays an amalgamation of such in a list box positioned in the bottom right of the user's desktop (see Figure 4 which displays headlines from Yahoo's entertainment news feed). Simultaneously the user's attention is alerted to the pop-up with a door bell chime. This small list box will remain on screen for 60 seconds, after which, if not retained by clicking on the drawing pin icon, it will fade away returning only as it finds updated feeds. If the user wishes to select a headline from the list, RssReader will open and provide a synopsis of each news article, if the user wishes to read further on any given topic a link is provided to the specific article on each of the initiating websites. In this way web publishers are able to channel tremendous traffic towards their sites. No longer having to wait for passing traffic; RSS bestows a means of advertising ware on a much wider stage indeed. In this way by employing a news aggregator, a client can subscribe to any sites of their choosing which provide, RSS feeds, the websites that do not offer this facility clearly are at a disadvantage, and must wait for the client to visit their page directly if at all, see Figure 5 . 
C. Podcasting
Podcasting is a term derived from Apple's portable MP3 player -iPod. Podcasting is the preparation and distribution of predominately audio for download to digital music players, such as the iPod player. A podcast is easily created from a digital audio file which must be saved in an MP3 format and then uploaded to the web site of a service provider. The MP3 file then receives its own URL, which is inserted into an RSS XML document as an enclosure within an XML item tag. Once a podcast has been created, it is usually registered with content aggregators, such as podcasting.net or ipodder.org, for inclusion in podcast directories. Interested parties can then browse through these categories, or subscribe to specific podcast RSS feeds which will in turn download to their audio players automatically when they next connect. Although podcasts are generally audio files created for digital music players, the same technology can be used to prepare and transmit images, text, and video to any capable device, this is the approach taken for this project. Podcasting could be described as the first application based on RSS enclosures to capture the imagination of users and developers. Podcasting allows users to listen to selected podcasts whenever they like, similar to the way time-shifting allows viewers to watch television programs when it suits them. Content producers are increasingly turning to podcasting as an inexpensive and user-friendly new distribution channel that has the potential to reach a large audience. The cultural milieu supporting podcasting is sometimes referred to as the podosphere, just as the cultural environment surrounding the blog is called the blogosphere. Anyone using RSS to distribute information can potentially make use of enclosures, for example a company currently distributing a newsletter using an RSS feed could upgrade this completely with the inclusion of a promotional video clip as an enclosure in the feed.
IV. A SCHEDULED RSS DELIVERY SYSTEM
This system enables content providers can to easily publish multimedia to RSS feeds along with brief accompanying descriptions. The feeds are also scheduled so that multimedia files dropped into specific locations are dynamically published at specific times (e.g. late at night) to relevant RSS feeds. There are four core elements of the system, the application, the database, the web-server host and the news aggregator client. Clients subscribe to feeds via a news aggregator that is "enclosure-aware" (supporting the inclusion of multimedia files). The user points their aggregator to the address of the XML feed that is situated in the public folder of the web-server host, the aggregator will then retrieve all available items from this feed, displaying them on the screen of the subscriber. Once connected to the feed, the user's aggregator will periodically scan for newly added items to the feed; the interval between such retrievals is aggregator specific. There are three files which the system requires be placed in this public access area. Two of these files facilitate the upload the edited XML feed and the selected multi-media to the public folder for public access, the third is the initial XML feed document in its original state, prior to any amendments. The web configuration file is a .NET web application. The purpose of which is to configure the operation of an individual web application via a number of application settings. This system uses the Web Configuration File to configure the http Web-Server Host to allow the application to accept large file uploads, as so: <httpRunTime maxRequestLength = "102400"/> This line of code allows uploads of multi-media files up to 100MBs in size. In this way large video clips and full audio song files can be enclosed, not just snippets. The ASP.NET server page is a dynamic web page which is used to provide an upload service in the web site. A use case scenario for the overall RSS architecture can be seen in Figure 6 . Client applications call this service to perform file uploads. This XML document contains the code which is the actual RSS feed script. This is the code which is processed when an aggregator subscribes to the feed. The code consists of items nodes, which in turn can contain enclosure nodes. The XML code adheres to the RSS version 2.0 specification. Figure 7 shows the main interface of the application. The application supports searches of the local machine for any of four different types of multi-media file audio, video, images or text. If the user selects an audio search, a corresponding form is displayed see Figure 8 . The user selects the open button to begin the search. As yet the other form options, with the exception of the exit option remain unavailable to the user until a valid form is found. An open file dialog is then provided for the user, who can browse to search for a favourite audio file, note the filter is set to the audio file type MP3, hence only this type of file is shown to the user. When the user finds a suitable file, the open button must be pressed to proceed. A search for video files follows the same procedure as a search for audio files, except this time the search filter is set to display only video and movie files to the user in their search. The chosen video file will be played in the media player section of the form and again, the file's details are displayed to the right of this, see Figure 9 . The form's option buttons behave in the same manner, affording the user full control over the chosen file. As before, when the user has found the appropriate video file they wish to enclose, they must press the Select button to proceed to the Compose form. The Compose form shown in Figure 10 , allows details of new RSS items to be entered along with the chosen enclosure file and posted. This form is automatically display when either an audio, video, image or text file is selected as an enclosure. The connect button downloads the XML feed file from the URL (uniform resource locator) specified by the user. The contents of this XML feed file are displayed for the user in the display box on the form, and further options of the form now become accessible.
RSS System
The user has the option of manually editing the locally held feed document prior to its upload. Changes can be made via the display box on the form interface and the XML file updated with such changes via the save button.
The next action the user must perform is to add the details of their new RSS item in the specified group box. Entries must be made for a title, description and associated website of the user's choosing. If the user wishes to change their item entries, this can be accomplished via the Clear button which will delete the three entries: title, URL and description. Note, if this action is taken, the Post button is again disabled until a further complete item is entered. In this way the user can edit their own entries, or post subsequent items in one sitting. When the user has finished entering the required data for the item, and provided that the remainder of the information on the form is correct, the Post button becomes accessible to the user.
To complete the transaction, the user must select the Post button to publish the new item. This action will update the locally held copy of the XML feed with this new information, inserting it into the correct position in this file in accordance with the required syntax. This local XML file is then uploaded along with the chosen multi-media file to the website specified by the user in the upload URL entry option, the default being: http://localhost/rss/. The database can be checked to ensure successful record of enclosures as illustrated in Figure 11 . The successfully edited XML feed, now in its upload location, is available for download by any enclosureaware news aggregator choosing to subscribe to its address as illustrated in Figure 13 , where the radio aggregator displays some of the multimedia feeds available.
This local XML file can also be viewed via the application feature 'View XML File' to establish that the new items have successfully been written to it as shown in Figure 12 . The last item, the text enclosure can be seen here. When selected, the audio enclosure plays in whatever media player is available on the computer (see Figure  15) , likewise, the video, image and text enclosures.
A variety of development languages were required for the successful development of the system. HTML for the design of a personal website for the content provider. XML was required to code the RSS files and web configuration files. C# was used to code the ASP.NET server page. Visual Studio.NET's visual basic was employed in the development of a GUI, and SQL was used in the manipulation of the database. The client also required an enclosure-aware news aggregator written to conform to the RSS Specification 2.0.
V. RELATED WORK
There are an increasing number of websites which offer RSS format producing software. Two of the more popular are Nooked and Radio Userland.
Nooked
4 is an online service which enables users to create, publish and maintain their own RSS channels, with the minimal amount of effort and at low costs. Nooked makes RSS potentially available to users of all abilities by shielding the technical intricacies of how RSS is configured. They have a FeedWizard on their site which is web based. It allows a feed to be created quite quickly and support podcasting and flashcasting similar to the system described here [3] .
Radio UserLand 5 is one of the most popular weblogging tools. Radio supports the publication of weblogs which can optionally include enclosures and also allow customers use of its own built-in news aggregator. Users can subscribe via this aggregator to feeds, allowing Radio users to achieve more than is possible with similar services which offer only weblog hosting.
Radio comprises features such as the 'category' feature that supports blogging on varied topics, and a 'multi-author weblog tool' which permits multiple authors to contribute to a community weblog.
VI. CONCLUSION
Email has been one of the major reasons for the broad acceptance of the Internet, and although email is still a vitally important communication tool, it suffers from an increasing number of problems as a medium for delivering information to the correct audience in a timely manner. The increasing volume of spam and viruses means that email users are forced into adopting new tools such as spam-blocking and email-filtering software which attempt to prevent the tirade of unwanted emails. RSS, termed a lightweight content syndication technology, offers many advantages over streaming and email, yet is affordable, and for the consumer, no more difficult to access. The system documented here will serve users at either end of the RSS feed chain. While existing systems facilitate users in setting up their personal RSS feed, none focus in any great detail on the enclosure feature that can be incorporated into each new RSS item. RSS Streamer exploited the enclosure feature fully and incorporated a search of the user's machine for various types of multimedia that could be used in the creation of automated scheduled multimedia RSS feeds.
